After given the chance to meet with the developer and see concept plans, Save Marple Greenspace was for
developing the DG land as late as December 2017.
This is a copy of the plan showed to Save Marple Greenspace in December showing 41 acres being utilized (per
Carlino). At this point it was a concept plan that the developer was showing looking for feedback.
After that meeting, Ken Hemphill wrote an article on Save Marple Greenspace in favor of the plan. Unfortunately,
after I linked to the article recently on Facebook, it was taken down. At Monday’s open house, printed copies were
handed out, so I scanned it to PDF should anyone want to read it (sorry it’s not crystal clear). Below are quotes
from the article Ken wrote in reference to the Carlino plan as presented in December.
★ “Unlike other developers who wanted to cash in on as much as possible on the 213 acres surrounding and
including the Don Guanella village, they proposed to build only on the blighted former Don Guanella village
site. And they were not just offering to leave 170+ acres of forest intact; they also had an idea to structure
a creative financing deal to buy and permanently preserve it”
★ “Their idea would have about 375,000 square feet of retail space built on the now blighted DG village
footprint with NO houses. The center would be one third the size of the commercial part of Cardinal
Crossing and would have a leading grocer, some restaurants, a medical office building, and other retail.”
★ “It would generate a fraction of the traffic of Cardinal Crossing and would contribute no new students to
MNSD. Yet it would represent a windfall in tax revenue: the school district would receive an estimated
$1,078,302.59 each year in taxes from it. It would also raise $267,352.68 a year for the township and
$334,429.56 for the county.”
From a December Philly.com article “If this were to become a county park, it would be like no other park in the
[county] system,” added Ken Hemphill, communications coordinator for the group.
Obviously Carlino has adjusted the concept plan since then. The current plan shows 47.1 acres for the town
center plus 5.1 acres of fields. The equates to 166 acres of open space preserved for “passive and active
recreation” which includes the 5.1 acres for the fields.
So given that a large portion of the green space would be preserved, with 95% of the development happening on
existing blighted developed land, with the beneficial tax revenue, why is SMG now against the plan?
Charles Protesto, President of Save Marple Greenspace, says the group’s opposition is because of the square
footage that’s changed. Please see screenshot below.

But, looking at the SMG article that Ken wrote in December, he said the town center would have “about 375,000
square feet of retail space.” The Marple Town center site claims “The Town Center at Marple Preserve is 378,000
square feet, plus senior housing and self-storage.” According to Save Marple Greenspace in December 375,000
square feet of retail is not a problem, but 378,000 square feet now is? Senior living and self storage are not
known to be traffic congestion issues.
Joe Finio, SMG active supporter, also posted about why Save Marple Greenspace ended their support of their
plan, but his explanation was related to when the soccer association got involved which seems unrelated to
square footage of the plan or traffic concerns. Please see screenshots on next page. Joe answered my question
in a 2nd thread, which is why the screenshot is broken up.

After Joe’s posts, in another unrelated Facebook thread, Maureen O’Reilly Stewart, Treasurer at Save Marple
Greenspace, said it was the expansion of the development that caused the SMG rift with the developer (again I
would question what expansion, SMG was for it in December per their article at 375k square feet of retail, now it’s
378k). She goes on to say she personally told the developer that “there would have to be fields within the plan to
garner support from the community.”

I understand that there can be varying opinions within Save Marple Greenspace, but the it is dizzying trying to
keep up with the “us” and “our” defenses the SMG are using when they sometimes are contradictory.
My opinion based on the facts I’ve tried to lay out that I could find
- If traffic wasn’t an issue in the December concept, the new plan doesn’t represent much change in retail,
so traffic should still be a non issue.
- Some community members want fields, others deem it unnecessary. At some point, given even SMG
members disagree on this, maybe we can all just agree to disagree on this and not make it a sticking point

-

of the whole plan going through or not? For the kids? Yes, even if your kids may be too old to enjoy, kids
deserve a nice community to exercise in.
The community would benefit from the tax dollars without the added burden of more houses and
necessary possible expansion of schools new houses bring.
I understand there are concerns that the developer could change the plan. However, that risk existed
back in December as well when SMG was on board. I believe that the developer intends to keep the open
space if he can develop what he wants to, but hopefully as things continue the commissioners will be able
to further secure that information.

I fear of what will become of the land if this plan (as presented at the open house) doesn't get accepted. Let’s
encourage our commissioners and the developer to work together to preserve the 160+ acres of forest and stop
bickering about playing fields, etc.

